
 

Interview With Joel Merzetti 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
I.  How would you describe your relationship to music? 
 
JPM.  So many things. Music is medicine. Music is the struggle to turn frustration into rapture. 
Head versus heart. 
     Music is the fight between a wife and mistress (going on inside me.) 
     Music is a judge and jury. Always a fair verdict (though I don't always want to agree.) 
     Music is the closest thing I'll ever find to a fountain of youth. 
     Music is the thread that runs through my entire life - a recognized old friend. 
     Music reminds me I have a soul. 
     Music is the greatest gift shared (with other like-minded souls) both on stage, and off it. 
     Music is shoutin' at a thunderstorm (and dodging lightning bolts when the notes go sour.) 
     Music is the rhythm in my own molecules (that never stops, and never will.)       
  
  
 I.  How is working with KLB different, or similar to, projects you've worked on before? 
 
JPM.  Different? It ain't me up front (and I love it!) Why? Because I get to learn the humility of 
supporting cast. 
     The limelight shines even brighter, that way. 
     Plus, I get to fall in love with a song and not feel narcissistic. (cute, too cute, and that's fun.)    
     Same? Sharing, sharing, sharing. Teamwork. Compadres pulling the raft - to the other side. 
  
  
I.   Can you identify a moment in your musical career that made you very happy? 
 
JPM.   Many, many moments. (I"ve led a very blessed life.) But the top of the heap: the song that 
started out  
     directed at a very formal woman and child - and by the time the song ended, they were 
mother and daughter again. 
     That felt like being present at a miracle. The fact that this was sister and niece made it even 
better.   
     
  



 
 I.  As both a writer and song writer, where does the urge to put pen-to-paper come from? 
 

JPM.   Anything I love enough 
to want to bother. Any 
emotion, even anger.  
     But especially, to know I'm 
not silent. Silence is 
invisibility. Being heard has 
always been much more 
important 
     to me than being seen. 
Being understood - is the 
ultimate thing. 
  
  

I.  Can you remember, and share, any particularly good advice that anyone gave you? 
 
JPM.  Yep. My pa. He said to me one time, "Make sure whatever it is that you do, put the love 
that you feel into it." 
    He never said nothin' about being genuine. He left it up to me to figure that one out, myself. 
    But the love part - I never understood that completely until I was 42. That's when I realized 
where I got it from. 
    And the shocker was...from the one person in the whole wide world I would have least 
expected. Go figure.  
  
  
I.   If you could jam with any musicians, from any age in history, who would they be? 
 
JPM.  O lord. Beethoven would be an absolute gas. The very first guy in history (whoever he was) 
to ever play Ragtime 
    piano. Ry Cooder way up on the list. But most of all.....I want to be in that barbershop in West 
Memphis round 
    about 1952 or so, and witness the Creation - of Rock&Roll. (They didn't know it at the time, 
and honest, I promise 
    not to tell !) 
  
  
I.  Describe your favourite moment of your favourite song. 
 
JPM.  That's a tough one: (but a damned good question!) I'm not sure my favourite moment is in 
my favourite song..... 
    (or vice versa.) But here goes: I couldn't possibly choose one of my own songs - I'm too 
damned democratic with them. 



     Buffy St. Marie's "My Country 'Tis of Thy People"....the precise moment when I know I'm not 
listening to her lyrics, 
     instead I'm feeling her pain. Yeah. That's a favourite moment. One I use sparingly. There's only 
so much liquid, you know?  
  
  
I.  What are the greatest, overarching themes of your creativity? 
 
JPM.  Love that climbs outa romance and goes and kicks the stars around, a little. 
    Freedom, yeah. 
    Trains. (the sound of that whistle is a pure music) 
    Lonliness that almost never announces itself (but sits like a pixie kid on my left shoulder.) 
    Courage - to live. 
    Humour ( but that's mostly for kids) a giggle-fit lets ya know they're all right. 
    Truth. Always selective, chosen, pondered, and weighed out for the nuggets and the gems, 
that stand time's test.  
    Humanity. (reminding myself that I get to step on up into the lineup too.)  

 
Well, there it is. Shot from the hip. Lord knows what hit the bullseye. 
I'd rather answer these impulsively, than write a thesis. More honest? 
More like the immediate response to a good song. 
More like the guitar riff that drags your fingers over good sweet wood. 
More like throwing away the time to think, and dancing divine. 
How does it feel? 
It feels good!        jp 
 


